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ZBT IOTA CHAPTER... #1 at DU!
112 G
STRON
IOTA ADVISORS’ UPDATE
Fall quarter has been a successful one at IOTA. The chapter initiated 33 new brothers immediately after
recruitment in accordance with ZBT’s Journey Program. We now have a brotherhood of 112 men, the
largest at DU. The chapter continues to properly execute The Journey Program, ZBT’s innovative membership development program where we do not have pledging and have no hazing. Recruits are immediately
initiated into the chapter. They have equal rights and responsibilities. Membership development programming through educational sessions, chapter speakers, and other programming continues throughout all
four years of a brother’s undergraduate journey. An important element of The Journey Program is that the
chapter has Standards that every brother must attain every academic period. ALL brothers stand for a vote
at the end of each academic period to see if they will be retained as a brother. We call this the Semi-Annual
Brotherhood Review Vote aka SBRV - DU being on quarters this vote takes place three times a year.
Given the tragedies around the country, we are proud of our brothers at IOTA who have taken to heart The
Journey Program. Want to learn more about this program? Please go to:
http://www.zbt.org/the-journey.html
We are pleased to welcome our Faculty Advisor Greg Grauberger as a brother. He was initiated this fall. He
is a valuable resource to our chapter and brothers.
The chapter continues to excel in all programming areas. One area we could use your assistance is
with raising funds for the Children’s Miracle Network. See information on this in this newsletter. Please
consider donating to help the kids.
A special thanks to my fellow alumni that serve as advisors and directors of our house corporation. Their
assistance and mentoring are critical to the success of the chapter. We also thank Adam Seagall and his
fellow officers and chairmen for their efforts throughout this quarter as they continue to build a better
brotherhood at IOTA. We also thank both the National Staff and the staff at DU for their support.
As always a shout out to Don Reisfeld, our An Iota’s Worth publisher/editor.
It is great to be a Zeeb at DU!
C, F & S,
Steve Ehrlich
Chapter and House Corporation Advisor
Assistant Chapter Advisors: Scott Adams, Ben Brentin, Mark Goldenberg, Gage Crispe, Ryan Martin, Kyle Leigh,
Dr. Michael Tracy, Chayce Duncan and House Corporation Directors: Gary Berz and Chris Fettig
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Letter from ZBT’s Executive Director
Dear Brothers:
As I type this, I am reflecting on the current climate in communities and college campuses when it comes
to a violent hate culture. I can’t help but feel grateful knowing that ZBT isn’t sitting idle watching these
horrific protests turning into physical violence. Rather, we are rallying together and hosting programs that
bring together students and community members to talk about the path forward … a path free of hate.
ZBT has made it a top priority to do our part to educate our brothers on how to confront anti-Semitism,
sexual violence, unhealthy behaviors and the many other issues plaguing our campuses today. It’s not
easy being 19 years old, let alone 38 as I am, and seeing some of what’s going on in our country. Now,
more than ever before, we need our brothers to come together and display the characteristics we committed to at the night of our initiation that all men are brothers and that we will confront our brothers when
they are in error. Confrontation doesn’t have to be violent or nasty. In fact, confronting each other is how
we learn and grow as individuals.
Fraternity is a learning laboratory for life, and sometimes life is just hard. As the Executive Director of ZBT,
it’s my hope that the skills our brothers are learning, both as undergraduates and alumni, are skills they
can take with them and find value in wherever they go. That’s why we’ve committed as part of the current
strategic plan that all of our leadership programs are paired with learning outcomes that are transferrable
in the workplace, at home, with friends and loved ones and in the communities in which we seek to serve.
This is also why we have invested as much time and energy as we have in forming valuable partnerships.
Any organization that thinks it can solve any of the issues impacting our campuses, communities and brothers alone is living a life of arrogance. ZBT believes that to go far we must go together. We’ve been fortunate to find incredible partnerships with the Anti-Defamation League, Jewish Women International, the Zeta
Beta Tau Foundation, Chabad on Campus, Hillel, Gift of Life, Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals and so
many more. They add value to the ZBT experience and we’re fortunate to have them as our programming
partners. Of all that ZBT stands for, one area jumps out to me given the recent tragedies we have seen on
college campuses. ZBT was, and is, proud to have become the first Fraternity to abolish pledging in 1989.
We did this because we firmly believe that pledging creates a two-tier membership status that leads to hazing. In ZBT’s world, if you’re good enough to receive a bid then you should be good enough to be called
a brother with all the same rights, privileges, and responsibilities. As we enter the upcoming year we intend
on doubling down on this through a revamp of the Journey that offers chapters even more resources to
ensure we are providing an experience for a lifetime, and not just the first semester.
The fall, 2017 semester has been another busy one. We’ve seen chapters make sustainable impacts within our communities through projects benefitting our adopted organizations. We’ve seen record-breaking
recruitment numbers for chapters and, perhaps most importantly, we continue to see an uptick in the
number of legacies joining ZBT further illustrating Brotherhood for a Lifetime. As we approach
Thanksgiving, I want to say thanks to each of you for your continued support of ZBT in general, and Iota
Chapter in particular. In just a little over a year we will celebrate 100 years of Iota…what an accomplishment. The Iota Chapter, since it’s re-colonization has much to be proud of. Barely, if ever since that time,
has a year gone by where Iota hasn’t been recognized for excellence in alumni relations, recruitment,
programming, Jewish heritage programming, to name a few. The chapter continues to produce quality
brothers who go on to serve at the local and national level for ZBT. Iota men are men who live our Ritual,
both in public and in private.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it every opportunity I get — the best chapters are those with the most engaged
positive role models working with them. Just look at our most recent Brummer Cup winners and you’ll see
a cadre of alumni who help guide the way, inspire our brothers with their actions and, ultimately, get out
of the way and let these young brothers learn and lead. In my opinion, this is the best way to give back to
ensure a long future for our Fraternity. If you’re interested in getting involved with a chapter or colony,
please contact me at lbolotin@zbtnational.org.
Cordially, Fraternally & Sincerely,
Laurence A. Bolotin, M.Ed., CAE, Alpha Zeta (University of Florida) 2001
Executive Director, Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity
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Steve Ehrlich Interviewed on NBC 9 News
Watch and listen to Steve Ehrlich as he responds to pledging, hazing and recent deaths at college
campuses across the country, fraternities and sororities are reexamining Greek life culture in his
November 22nd interview broadcasted on NBC Denver 9 News.
http://www.9news.com/mobile/video/news/nation-now/greek-life-reexamination-after-recent-death/73-2808793

Gregg Witt ‘77
Senior Vice President,
CBRE

Gregg Witt has been an integral part of more than 1,200 transactions and consulting
assignments, in excess of $2 billion, over the course of his career. He has become a leader
in the Chicago market in representing the real estate needs of associations and other nonprofit organizations. In the past three years, Witt closed 26 deals, half valued at over $1
million, for major American nonprofit organizations. These include a 50,852-square-foot
deal valued at $17.3 million for the National Restaurant Association; a 46,884-square-foot
deal valued at $15.9 million for Environmental Systems Design; a 36,189-square-foot deal
valued at $10.4 million for the American College of Healthcare Executives; a 36,812
square-foot deal valued at $10.1 million for the American Institutes for Research; and a
20,440-square-foot deal valued at $8.5 million for Easter Seals, Inc.
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Parent/Alumni Weekend at Iota
Thank you for all of the parents who came out parent/alumni weekend for our dessert reception!
It was awesome for all of us to get to meet all of the parents. Another big thank-you to our
President Adam Segall, Parents/Alumni Relations Chairman Markus Hurd, Philanthropy Chairman
Alex Frith, and Chapter Advisor Steve Ehrlich for speaking to the parents.

President
Adam Segall

Chapter Advisor
Steve Ehrlich

Philanthropy Chairman
Alex Frith
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DU Launches Postdoctoral Fellowship
in Holocaust Studies Initiative
Since its inception, the University of
Denver’s Holocaust Awareness Institute
(HAI) has been honoring the history and
lessons of the Shoah by promoting
Holocaust awareness and education in
Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region.
DU is excited to announce a new initiative
to support a Postdoctoral Fellow in
Holocaust Studies. Paving a path towards
an Endowed Chair of Holocaust Studies,
this Fellow will hold a 3-year university
appointment centered on teaching new
Holocaust courses, developing new partnerships with local, national and global
organizations, and working on a range of
community and campus initiatives around
Holocaust awareness and education.
A new Postdoctoral Fellow in Holocaust
Studies is an especially fitting next step at
DU given how many outstanding resources
and programs we already have in place; in
the context of the Center for Judaic
Studies – University of Denver, the Fellow
will have a number of unique opportunities, including:
• Teaching new interdisciplinary DU
courses in Holocaust Studies
• Initiating new campus and community
projects at the campus’ Holocaust
Memorial Social Action Site
• Creating innovative new educational
tie-ins around existing HAI programs
and resources, including our Holocaust
Survivors Speakers Bureau
• Cultivating new campus, regional, and
global partnerships around Holocaust
education with teachers, organizations,
and museums
Broad support for this project is vital. For
more information on how you can partner
with the Center for Judaic Studies and the
University of Denver on this important initiative, please contact Tonya Kelly, AHSS
Director
of
Development,
email:
tonya.kelly@du.edu, or 303.871.7839.
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A Fraternity Life at Forty...
Posted by John Shertzer
http://fraternalthoughts.blogspot.com/2016/09/a-fraternity-life-at-forty.html
Fraternity is like most complex
endeavors in life in that it takes on
new and more profound meaning
when it is studied and reflected
upon. It was Socrates who said that
the “unexamined life is not worth living.” Well, the unexamined fraternity is a profound experience wasted.
At 40, life has taught me a few
Brothers in 1998
things. For example, if you love
someone, don’t wait to tell them.
A man at 40.
Listening is the greatest gift you can
Check that – a fraternity man at 40.
give another person. Vulnerability is
as important a leadership skill as
My brotherhood now is a cluster of
public speaking. Brussels sprouts
three whimsical, invincible boys.
can actually be good when cooked
And my wife is my lifelong sweetwith bacon. And the list goes on.
heart.
In regards to fraternity, I now look
upon that experience much differently than when I was a young
undergraduate . I’ve determined the
10 inalienable truths of the fraternity experience (at least until I’m 50).
In no particular order…
1) Initiation into a fraternity is the
Brothers in 2016
starting gate, and not the finish line.
A fraternity man at 40.
When we see it as the opposite,
then we limit the true lifelong nature
How did I get here so quickly? How
of this experience. Don't tell me that
did I reach this age that when I was
when pledging was over I reached
in college, was the age of mentors
my destination. I'm still going.
and advisors and coaches and
teachers? How can I possibly have
2) The values in the fraternity Ritual
reached a halfway point of the typican be life-directing. There is wiscal American male life?
dom and guidance and roadmaps in
those words but we too often treat
And do I deserve to be here? And
them as only pretty ceremonies.
where did those gray hairs come from?
Understand, adsorb, and live these
No matter what, there is no escaping
teachings. I use them in my life
this point in my life. 40 years in. And
today as a parent, husband, nonhopefully at least those many yet to
profit executive, volunteer.
come. Of those 40 years, one-tenth
3) The undergraduate fraternity
of them were spent as an underexperience is one of the last basgraduate member of Theta Chi frations of preparation for real life leadternity at Miami University in Ohio.
ership. I’m recalling more of the
For a lot – maybe most – of the men
things I learned in my undergrad frawho join a fraternity, that one-tenth
ternity years in my leadership expeis what they will consider their fraterriences right now than anything else.
nity years. Not for me.
Leadership in so many places on
My fraternity years started in
campus these days is over-coached
January 1995, and are still going. I
and over-structured. For me, the
took to heart what my Ritual told me
experience of leading my brothers
about lifelong commitments and
was messy, difficult, and emotionalobligations. In addition, I’ve come
ly exhausting. It was real.
to understand that a fraternity life is
4) The party/entertainment aspect
actually better understood outside
of a fraternity matters and can be a
of the walls of the undergraduate
fondly-remembered aspect.
house, or beyond the lush landHowever, it is but one branch of the
scape of the college campus.
fraternity tree, and not the root.
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5) Hazing is absolutely unnecessary
to experience fraternity. I experienced it, it did nothing for me as a
fraternity member then or now, and
it is actually a scar on the original
vision of the fraternity movement.
6) Brotherhood is much greater
than friendship and is built upon
fidelity to shared values. On this
blog, I have defined brotherhood as
the bonding of men of various backgrounds, beliefs, places, and eras
around a singular set of life-directing
commitments. I have many friends
in this world, but few true brothers.
7) In order for the undergraduate
fraternity experience to be profound, it needs to be self-governed.
And there may be no greater selfimposed threat to our future than
our desires to manage and control
this feature away.I wouldn't be the
fraternity man I am today if my
Greek advisor hadn't let me lead.
8) Relationships take work.
Fraternity didn’t just instantly make
my chapter-mates and I lifelong
friends. Fraternity created brotherhood, which created the opportunity
for lifelong friendship to thrive. But
the real honest work of relationshipbuilding was needed and is today.
9) Fraternity is a truly powerful
experience if we accept that it can
be, and treat it that way.
10) I am a fraternity man because
at age 40, I still believe in it, practice
it, fight for it, and adhere to its
teachings. And you can too, no matter how many gray hairs you have.
This is a fraternal life at forty, and
the road ahead is looking pretty
good. Another year older, and another year deeper into the richness of
fraternity. I can’t wait to learn more.

Here I stand
at 40.
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Bruce Saiber Memorial
Iota Chapter Education Fund
The Zeta Beta Tau Foundation is a nonprofit
corporation exclusively committed to educational and charitable purposes that assist the
brothers of Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity. The
Foundation assists the brothers of Zeta Beta
Tau Fraternity by funding scholarships and
academic and leadership programs to maximize their personal development and prepare them to be leaders of society. The scholarships and academic and leadership programs funded by the Foundation enhance the
overall value of membership in Zeta Beta Tau
Fraternity by complementing the collegiate
educational experience.
We are pleased to announce the recent
launch of the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation’s new
website! The new site can be found at
www.zbtfoundation.org. Our goal with this
new website is to provide our brothers and
friends of ZBT an easier way to learn about
the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation. The new website is mobile friendly and among the new features are videos, press releases and increased
information about the Foundation’s impact,
the programs we support and the many
opportunities available for supporting the
mission of the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation.
Donation’s to support Iota Chapter and our

undergraduate brothers at the University of
Denver can be made to the Zeta Beta Tau
Foundation’s Bruce Saiber Memorial Iota
Chapter Education Fund. Bruce, an Iota, was
a long time advisor for the chapter. He also
served as a staff member for Phi Sigma Delta
prior to the merger with Zeta Beta Tau.
Grants from the Bruce Saiber Memorial Iota
Chapter Education Fund help send current
and future Iota Chapter undergraduate leaders too much needed educational leadership
training programs. Help support Iota Chapter
and our undergraduate brothers today and in
the future by making a gift today by visiting:
https://www.zbtfoundation.org/donate
Gifts may also be made by check made
payable to the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation
(Note: Saiber Memorial/Iota Chapter Fund)
and mailed to Zeta Beta Tau Foundation, Gift
Processing Office, PO Box 2187, Columbus,
GA 31902. To donate appreciated securities
(stock), please call Zeta Beta Tau Foundation
Chief Executive Officer, Faron A. Lewitt at
317-506-7066.
Zeta Beta Tau – Brotherhood for a Lifetime!
C., F. & S.,
Faron A. Lewitt
Chief Executive Officer
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Annual IOTA football game:
Alumni vs. Undergraduates

Undergraduates put up a great effort, but the alumni
won in overtime! Nick Miscioscia, the all star QB now
from the Grand Caymans, lead the way for the alumni with five TD passes. Steve Ehrlich threw for one.
Merrick Hiton and Ben Brentin caught a few TDs
along with others. Alex Frith and the undergraduates
rallied from behind then took the lead for awhile in
this hard fought contest.
Alumni (left to right): Bruce Balonick ‘70, Jim Errant ‘70,
Steve Ehrlich ‘70 and Michael ‘Kappy’ Kaplan ‘74

Annual Alumni/Undergrad Poker Night

Alumni: Michael Kaplan, Gary Berz, Jay Reano, Keith Frankl and Stephen Ehrlich
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Annual Chicago
Alumni Dinner

Chicago Iota Alumni (left to right):
Gregg Witt ‘77, Jim Ehrlich ‘77,
Don Luster ‘69, Gerald Blumberg ‘71,
Bob Peters ‘76, Scott Jacobs ‘69
and Bruce Balonick ‘70
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Boyz Peregrine Fishing Trip Adventure July 2017

Don Reisfeld ‘76 is king for a day with largest chinook caught, a 29 pounder!
Dan Goodman ‘07 and his salmon.

Peregrine Lodge,
Haden Harbour
We have have 20 guaranteed rooms, so far we’re a group of 10 for our annual
Boyz fishing trip. If you’re interested in fishing with the Boyz next June 20-24,
2018, contact: don@mortonad.com Visit: http://www.peregrinelodge.com/

Morrie Siegel ‘74 with his king salmon.

A breaching humpback whale entertained us for a half hour about a mile off shore.

Bill Castellano ‘79 and
Don Reisfeld ‘76 with a pair of hali’s.

Bill Castellano ‘79, Dan Goodman ‘07
and David Greenberg ZBT Tulane

Jeff Meltzer ‘74 and his coho salmon.
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Morrie, Bill and Don on charter flight
from Vancouver to Haida Gwaii, BC.
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ZBT Recruitment and Fall 2017 Initiation
Iota initiation ceremony this past week. We are all very happy to welcome the fall 2017 class
into our brotherhood, we got another amazing group of fine young men. It’s great to be a Zeeb!

ZBT Iota fall class of 2017, featuring honorary inductee Greg Grauberger.

All ZBT Iota Legacies (left to right):
David Bernstein, Alex Appel, Christian Dubray,
Henry Robbins, Sam Lasin, Peter Hurd,
Peter Johnson, Adam Segall, AJ Stowell,
Joey Kruger, Markus Hurd, Zack Mykytiuk,
Brady Becco and Max Michelotti.

ZBT Iota 2017 fall class officers and advisors.

Bid Day
on the
Sturm Lawn

Sophomore brother David Bernstein
with the house dog Guiness on bid day.
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For the KIDS –
Give to Children’s Miracle Network

Provost Kvistad after signing Get On The Ball, with brothers Alex Frith and President Adam Segall.
My name is Alex Frith, and I am the current philanthropy chair with the Iota Chapter of Zeta Beta Tau
at the University of Denver. I am starting my sophomore year majoring in mechanical engineering. This
year, like many others before, we are asking you to help raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network.
This group is helping children all over the country and world receive the proper medical attention and
care that they need. It is our mission, a part of the Get On The Ball philanthropy campaign, to help
raise as much money #ForTheKids as possible.
Last year, we were able to raise over $19,000 for Children’s Miracle Network, and we could not have
done that without the support from our loyal friends, family, and most importantly, alumni! We are
hoping that you can help us break our previous record by donating whatever you can, as well as
spreading the word.
It is easy to donate, please go to: http://www.zbtgetontheball.com
then scroll down to the TOP 5 Teams in the lower right hand corner of the screen. There - click on
ZBT-IOTA - Then click on GIVE NOW in the upper right hand area of the screen then the WHO WOULD
YOU LIKE TO DONATE TO box will appear scroll down to ALUMNI click on DONATE and join us in
helping the kids.
If you wish to donate by check please address it to: Zeta Beta Tau IOTA and send to Alex Frith at
1959 S. Columbine, Denver, CO 80210. The chapter will make sure these funds get donated to CMN
along with the thousands of dollars we collect from students on campus when they Get On The Ball
by signing our large ball.
When donating, please include your full name so that we can send you a personalized thank you note.
We are hoping to have our best year of Get On The Ball yet and want YOU to be apart of it. If you
have any questions or concerns please contact me at: alexander.frith@du.edu or 410-925-0319.
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Alumni Gatherings
Thanks to Jay Reano for his efforts in keeping the
bonds of brotherhood alive and well in Denver.
Every third Tuesday local alumni meet for lunch.
We share stories, mostly lies, about the past and
catch up on current events. We are hoping more
local alumni will join us, contact Jay via email:
jreano@comcast.net for more information.

Why not consider doing this in your city?

2018 NCAA Frozen Four in St. Paul

Contact Steve Ehrlich: ehrlich14@aol.com and he’ll
get you contact information for alumni in your area.

DU Pioneers are ranked #1 in the NCAA hockey
polls as of Nov 27th. If DU is in the Frozen Four, let
us know if you’re interested in attending April 5th
& 7th in St Paul, Minnesota. Contact Steve via
email: ehrlich14@aol.com.

Building for Our Future
Give to DU and IOTA Chapter

http://www.ncaa.com/championships/icehockey-men/d1

Our thanks to those that have donated or
pledged to do so. In our efforts to continue to
improve our chapter house further improvements
are planned for this summer. You can support
this effort by giving to DU and making sure you
earmark it to ZBT Iota Renovation Fund.
To pledge on line go to:
http://www.du.edu/givetozbt
Thanks again for supporting your chapter. Please
add your name to list of Iota supporters.

ZBT Heritage Photos
including Old Composites
We’ve updated the Iota website with ZBT and PSD
composite photos from yesteryear. Go to
www.duzbt.com then click on Alumni then click
on Heritage photos http://www.duzbt.com
or click on this direct web link:
http://tinyurl.com/p3dg8gl
http://www.facebook.com/ZBTiota

IOTA’s ALUMNI
BIG BROTHER PROGRAM
Thanks to those alumni serving as alumni big
brothers this year. This program matches a graduating senior with an alumnus who serves as their
mentor during their transition to the real world.

Order ZBT Gear online:
Juniors abroad: Matthew Meyer, Madison Davis
and Kyle Zakari in Vina Del Mar, Chile.

http://findgreek.com/zetabetatau
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Presidents Message

Programming

Iota’s foray into the 2017-18 academic year
kicked off with a bang at ZBT’s International
Convention in Indiana this summer. While we fell
just short of the Brummer Cup, we far and away
dominated the rest of the weekend and took
home more trophies than any other chapter. and
received the Runner Up for the Brummer Cup
Award. The chapter had won the Brummer Cup or
the Runner Up for the Brummer Cup in eight of
the last nine years. We intend to keep our collective feet on the gas and return next summer bigger and better than ever before.
We have successfully initiated 33 terrific new brothers this fall, and we could not be more excited to
have them in our brotherhood. This diverse group
of ambitious young men is sure to help us reach
new heights academically, athletically, and socially.
The boys have also been firing on all cylinders for
‘Get On The Ball’, our annual fundraiser for the
Children’s Miracle Network. We are proud to say
that the Iota chapter has currently raised the
most in all of ZBT. In fact, we are beating the
chapter in second place by a factor of 18x and
have raised $7,580 versus their $414.45. The
top five national individuals are all Iota’s, and I
suspect that most of the top 10 is as well. Please
consider donating to Iota at zbtgetontheball.com,
you’ll see Iota at the top. For those who have
already donated, your contributions are greatly
appreciated.
Our outlook for the winter is positive as well. We
hope to initiate a few more brothers and continue our tradition of campus leadership and excellence in all areas. We look forward to the return
of our abroad brothers and know that the next
executive board will continue to build on the
great legacy established by many of you reading
this right now. I would like to say that serving as
President of Iota chapter has been one of the
great honors of my life, and please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions, my
e-mail is ams@segalls.com. And, as always, it’s
great to be a Zeeb.
C, F & S,
Adam Segall
Iota Chapter President

I am Brady Becco and I was the Vice President for
ZBT this past quarter. As a whole, our quarter was
fantastic for all brothers, both old and new. From
a number of Alumni event such as poker night
and the annual Alumni football game, to raising
money for Children's Miracle Network with our Get
on the Ball campaign. Iota is proud to have all five
of the top five fundraisers for ‘Get on the Ball’
nationally. Not only this, but there were also a
number of fun BDD events brothers were able to
attend this quarter such as trap shooting, a lunch
at sushi train, or a night of games and entertainment at Dave and Busters. I am proud to say that
I was able to serve as Vice President of such a
prestigious and close brotherhood as our own Iota
chapter. The future is bright for Iota chapter with
our new freshman brothers and I am sure that the
Iota chapter will continue to remain the powerhouse of excellence that it has become
C, F & S,
Brady Becco, Vice President of Internal Affairs and
Nick Sarnelli, Vice President of External Affairs

Treasurer
As Treasurer of the Iota chapter I am responsible
for the upkeep of our finances. This position
comes with a vast amount of responsibilities and
learning experiences. Some of my responsibilities include keeping a balanced budget, filing our
taxes, collection of our chapter dues, conversing
with our advisers, chapter, and executive board
on where we stand financially, and keeping chairs
accountable for their budget. Although holding
our brothers accountable as individuals and as
chairs can be difficult at times, I have been able
to build relationships with every brother in regard
to the personal matters of finance and the financial vision of the chapter. I have been able to
improve my skills around budgeting, accountability, decision-making, and working with the chapter and executive board around our goals and values. This position has been nothing but amazing
for me and I’m excited to hand this position off
to a brother that is dedicated and deserving next
quarter so that he can help us further execute our
goals and values
C, F & S,
Davis Klein
Treasurer
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Academics
As Academics chair I try to reinforce a saying that
I feel is slowly becoming lost in fraternities across
the country; the fact that we are students first.
Iota stands out as a powerhouse of excellence for
the type of men they have in their chapter, and
the type of men that come out of it. A key aspect
in seeing brothers succeed going forward
revolves around the idea that they have succeeded in school. While hours of philanthropic work,
group organization through recruitment or BDD,
and a general sense of brotherhood look great on
an application they do not work if brothers are
not seen as strong students. My job is not only to
enforce academic standards, but to create an
environment that focuses on the importance of
academics, and fosters a positive learning community within the chapter. I am happy to say that
as we move forward as a chapter, we continue to
see growth academically, both from the new
brothers and the current members as well. We
continue to see the chapter GPA rise, and see
younger classes continue to set the bar high. We
are, and always will be students first; it is something we should always take pride in, and something we currently do. As we continue to grow I
only see the bond of brotherhood and academics
becoming stronger.
C, F & S,
Jackson Spear
Academics Chairmen

DO CHARITY. Always!
We the brothers of the Zeta Beta Tau Iota chapter,
have always been dedicated to serving others as
well as learning how to better ourselves from this
service. Every year we do a fundraiser called ‘Get
on the Ball’ to help the Children’s Miracle Network.
What we do for this fundraiser is we get a giant ball
and roll it around campus asking students and faculty for donations to sign the ball. This year was
one of the best years Iota has ever had for get on
the ball. Our goal is $20,000 and less than 10
weeks in we are already closing in on $10,000.
This goal could never have been surpassed without the love and support from our alumni and
friends and family of current brothers. Thank you
for all your support, it’s great to be a Zeeb!
C, F & S,
Alexander Frith
Philanthropy Chairmen

Provost
Hello, my name is Charles Canty and I am the
provost of ZBT IOTA. This position puts me in
charge of New Brother Education as well as educating the whole chapter by hosting speakers at our
chapter meetings. In New Brother Education, each
new member is responsible for writing a short
paper about each tenant of our credo (truth, justice, service, charity, wisdom, and brotherly love)
and how that tenant pertains to their own lives. We
also had a meeting once a week where leaders in
our fraternity as well as alumni and a couple outside sources taught lessons on different sections of
the curriculum. Some of these lessons include the
importance of recruitment, staying away from alcohol and drug abuse, tips on effective studying and
getting good grades, and how to make the most of
your four years in college. Speakers at chapter
meetings in the fall quarter included the philosophy
department on inclusion of all faiths on campus,
our academic advisor Greg Grauberger on academics, career services on resume building and finding
internships, and a Denver police officer on the different laws in Colorado and how to avoid getting in
trouble. All new members did a great job in New
Brother Education and every brother got a lot out of
the speakers we brought in this quarter. We’re all
looking forward to the year ahead of us
C, F & S,
Chuck Canty
Provost Chairmen

B+ Positive
In our third year with a B+, our IOTA chapter has
made enormous strives to continue fostering a
sense of brotherhood with our B+ Hero, Melvin.
Through B+, brothers have been able to get ice
cream with Melvin, as well as watch our 2017
Hockey National Champions in action with Melvin
and his family. Some of my best memories from
this past year have been at the house playing basketball with Melvin, and having brothers jump into
a game of horse. I am also in the process creating
a 529-college fund for Melvin, in which the donations from the change for good bin will serve as
seed money. With the great bounds forward this
past year, and the continued support from all the
brothers in the chapter, the future for B+ is brighter
than ever.
C, F & S,
Alexander Frith
B+ Positive Chairmen
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Secretary

Recruitment

My time as secretary has helped me develop certain
skills that I will use for the rest of my life. Some of
my day-to-day duties include taking attendance at
chapter, sending out updates to the fraternity, and
updating the rosters. It has helped greatly with my
leadership skills and my organizational skills. I have
enjoyed every second on the job and would not
trade it for another position!
C, F & S,
Max Michelotti
Secretary

Now that Fall recruitment is over we would like to
introduce our newest class of 32 new ones! We’'re
excited to welcome all of you as brothers and can't
wait to see what the next four years hold for your
class. Congratulations, and help us redeem our title
by winning the Brummer cup this year!
Personal note on Recruitment:
I had the amazing opportunity of being Recruitment
Chairman over the past year. Our President, VicePresidents, Recruitment Committee, and I have
been working very hard ever since last spring planning for this fall’s rush. This autumn we hosted a
plethora of events including grilling out at the
house and playing basketball, watching football at
the house with catering courtesy of Chipotle, a
Hawaiian Luau, outdoor paintball, bowling, and
more! All of these events were put on with an amazing team effort by our Recruitment committee and
the rest of the brothers in Iota. There were a ton of
working parts and support ranging from our
Advisers, Alumni, Executive Board, Public Relations
Committee, Rituals Committee, Brotherhood
Development Committee, Community Service
Committee, and more! Due to the commitment of
this amazing team, this Fall Rush we had the most
successful recruitment in Iota’s history. We initiated
35 new members, 34 freshmen, and one sophomore. Excited by the quantity of men we received
we are even more excited with the quality of men
we received through utilizing our Values Based
Recruitment strategy. I am proud of these new
brothers, the recruitment committee, Iota Chapter,
and especially Zeta Beta Tau. Our focus now turns
to Winter Rush, in which we will be looking for
more quality men who may have slipped through
the cracks during fall. Recruitment is the lifeblood
of fraternity, and it never stops – so neither can we!
Please send recruitment recommendations to:
grant.brady@du.edu.
Like always, it’s great to be a Zeeb!
C, F & S,
Grant Brady
Recruitment Chairmen

Heritage
The Heritage Committee is starting off really
strong this quarter at the Iota Chapter! We started
the quarter off by having brothers attending high
holiday dinners at Hillel. As well as having
Professor Pessin from the Philosophy department
come speak on the DU Interfaith Challenge. We
are very excited to start implementing more community service and philanthropy within the
Heritage Committee in the coming future.
C, F & S,
David “Bernie” Bernstein
Heritage Chairmen

Risk Management
My name is Brandon Ferder and I am currently the
Risk Management Chairmen of the Zeta Beta Tau,
Iota Chapter at the University of Denver. Over the
past year, I have supervised the fraternity’s mental,
and physical well-being. In conjunction with our
Executive board, others and myself are able to
keep all brothers, or any other person who is associated with our chapter, safe. I take pride in being
able to help everyone with his or her health and
wellness, as well as overlook any brother that may
be in trouble or needs help. Iota has always been a
powerhouse of excellence, and Risk Management
as well as many other committees is the leading
backbone of the fraternity. I look forward to continuing my term until the end of winter quarter where
I will pass on this very important role to one lucky
new brother who can take on the task. I appreciate
all moral and physical support that I have had
throughout my experience as chairmen. Its great to
be a Zeeb!
C, F & S,
Brandon Ferder
Risk Management Chairmen
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Traditions

Faculty Advisor

This past quarter we had once again a great Fall
retreat up in Winter Park! The Iota chapter took our
newly initiated brothers up to two cabins in Winter
Park for a night for a night of bonding and stories.
Every brother came out closer than ever before
from this great tradition we have and was one of
the highlights of the entire quarter! We as brothers
ate lasagna, salad, and bonded all night in the
mountains and becoming a closer chapter than
before. In the winter, we will do a similar retreat,
however, this time, our brothers who are currently
abroad will be able to join in on the fun and get to
know our new freshman brothers better than ever
before!
C, F & S,
Brady Becco
Traditions Chairmen

I was just initiated as an honorary ZBT brother
and I’m currently the faculty advisor for ZBT. I
also work as an advisor at the Daniels College of
Business and work closely with Daniels students
and their families. My opportunity to serve for
ZBT gives me the chance to branch out and enjoy
the privilege of working with a group of brothers
who are very visible and distinguished on campus. In the time I’ve been associated with ZBT, I
have witnessed the energy and effort that the
house places against all campus activities, creating well-rounded brothers who are creating meaningful, lifelong networks. As a priority, I want the
current brothers to think back to the time that
they joined ZBT, the commitment to stand shoulder to shoulder with their brothers, to respect
and be there for them. Now, step back to reexamine that original commitment they made to
themselves and to the others who are their ZBT
family. Given that perspective, how can they personally extend and increase that commitment
inside, and outside the ZBT community? What are
some strategies and tactics to accomplish this
academically, culturally, and socially? These will
be some areas we explore in the future, and as
parents and alums, your feedback is welcome.
C, F & S,
Gregg Grauberger, Director of Advising,
Office of Undergraduate Programs at Daniels
College of Business at the University of Denver
Email: ggrauber@du.edu Tel: 303-871-3421

Social
This Fall quarter, the Iota Chapter had some wonderful social events. The boys had a study break
during midterms with the Alpha Phi chapter
called “Welcome to the Neighborhood.” The two
organizations played lawn games and shared a
smorgasbord of Chic-Fil-A. A few weeks later the
ZBT’s went down to The Island to play beach volleyball with the Delta Zeta Chapter. With a theme
like Top Gun, the boys were bound to have an
unreal day. Overall it has been a blast of a quarter sharing fun experiences with sororities around
campus.
C, F & S,
Travis “Little Boy” Fulcher
Social Chairmen

Parent/Alumni Relations
The role of the Parent Alumni chairs is to keep
alumnus involved with the chapter, in addition to
keeping parents up to date with our events. As a
fraternity, it is crucial to form and maintain strong
relationships not only within the chapter, but with
the families of our brothers. One of my jobs is to
organize the Parent Dessert Reception that occurs
on Parent’s weekend. This event gives parents an
opportunity to see the community that their son is
a part of. Furthermore, I plan many events for the
alumnus of our chapter to attend. This gives the
current brothers an opportunity to meet and learn
from past brothers. For my role within the ZBT IOTA
chapter, Communication is an essential part of my
duty that helps build relationships that extend
beyond our chapter.
C, F & S,
Markus Hurd
Alumni/Parental Relations Chairmen

Athletics
Athletics are not something that we take lightly in
Iota Chapter. As the athletics chair, it is my responsibility to make sure that we are quite literally on
top of our game. This past quarter, we have had
some great athletic performances from our many
intramural football, soccer, basketball and broomball victories, to the great competition shown in our
annual alumni football game. Athletics are just one
of the many areas that the brothers of the Iota
Chapter are dominant on both the University of
Denver level and the national level.
C, F & S,
Max Chaitin
Athletic Chairmen
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Brotherhood Development

House Manager

Hello, my name is Will Moody, I am heading up
Iota’s Brotherhood Development program for the
remainder of the year
The BDD program has taken off over the last two
years and I am very excited to have been given the
opportunity to continue the great success we have
been experiencing.
Over the last two quarters we have been trying to
revamp the program to keep the brothers engaged
as well as to strengthen our already deep bond. We
started off the fall quarter with a bang by having an
all you can eat sushi challenge, and the next week
we took over Dave and Busters for a night of fun
and games. The brothers of Iota also hit the shooting range for an opportunity to practice gun safety
and put some white-hot lead down range, and as
always it was a crowd favorite. Looking forward we
are very excited to implement some new programing called Wings and Wisdom. We are going to be
bringing in a guest speaker to talk about their area
of expertise, whether that is business ethics, or
legal sports betting. Of course, there will be an
abundance of wings as well. The weather is turning
colder and for the brothers of Iota there is a lot
more fun to be had!
C, F & S,
Will Moody
Brotherhood Development Chairmen

I am the 2017/18 house manager. My job entails
managing the fraternity house, ensuring that it
remains up to date with all safety requirements,
and processing work orders for all brothers in the
house. On top of that, I delegate house jobs
(essentially chores) to every brother living in the
house in order to keep all areas of the house
clean. My job requires that I communicate with all
in house brothers and advisors to ensure that ZBT
is a clean, functional, and welcoming environment
for brothers to spend time in.
C, F & S,
Brian Richardson
House Manager Chairmen

Public Relations

Community Service

The ZBT Public Relations chair is responsible for
photographing as many important ZBT events as
possible, and keeping the Facebook and
Instagram pages updated with new photos.
Another important responsibility is making sure
that our chapter’s website is always up to date,
and coordinating with our website designer to
make updates as needed. This fall I have also
had the responsibility of reaching out to different
composite companies to receive estimates that I
will give to our electoral board along with my recommendation of which company to choose.
Generally, I am in charge of shaping our chapter’s public image via social media postings, and
this year my goal is to post more photos of graduating seniors and to add more content to our
Instagram page.
C, F & S,
Evan McCarthy
Public Relations Chairmen

During this fall quarter, there were a number of
diverse community service events that allowed
brothers to earn hours on their own time. At ZBT,
we try to account community service hours that
can ultimately lead to benefit the bigger picture by
helping out the less fortunate in the Denver area.
From traveling to the Food Bank of the Rockies to
package food to cleaning up parks for Denver
Parks and Recreation, there are many different
ways of earning hours by simply attending events.
While these hours are required by the fraternity,
brothers learn that what goes around comes
around and to help out in every area that we can.
C, F & S,
Josh Silverstein
Community Service Chairmen
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NEW BROTHERS STRENGTHEN
OUR BROTHERHOOD

President:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adam “Bird” Segall
VP of Internal Affairs: . . . . . . . Brady Becco
VP of External Affairs: . . . . . . Nick Sarnelli
Treasurer: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Davis Klein
Secretary:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Max Michelotti

Alec Hurst
Alex Appel
Alex Honeycutt
Ali Ibrahim
Andrew Boeger
Andrew Gallagher
Andrew Swift
Bennett Elsman
Brendan Van-Haute
Chase Crocker
Christian Dubray
Connor Reingruber
Duncan Fuller
Eli Davidoff
Ethan Wallis-Lang
Hudson Cramer
Ian Schramm
Jack Alpert
Jack Swain
James Lykins
Justin Chiacchia
Maros Adamec
Matt McMahon
Matt Moscati
Mike McCarthur
Parker Grayson
Peter Johnston
Ryan Novak
Sam Lasin
Zack Mykytiuk
Matt Kearney
Lane Robinson
Henry Robbins

Website, Facebook and Andy
Haas House Photographer: . . . Evan McCarthy

ZBT Chairmen
Academics: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jackson Spear
Athletics: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Max Chaitin
B+ Positive: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex Frith
Brotherhood Development: . . Will Moody
Brotherhood Overwatch:. . . . Braiden Albrecht
Community Service:. . . . . . . . Chris Lieder
Heritage: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David Bernstein
House Manager: . . . . . . . . . . . Brian Richardson
House Steward: . . . . . . . . . . . Will Rader
Inter Fraternity Council: . . . . . Vincent Vang
Parent and Alumni Relations: . Markus Hurd
Philanthropy: . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex Frith
Provost: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chuck Canty
Public Relations:. . . . . . . . . . . Evan McCarthy
Recruitment: . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant Brady
Risk Management: . . . . . . . . . Brandon Ferder
Rituals:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carter Huff
Social: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Travis Fulcher
Tailgates Chairmen: . . . . . . . . Owen Sette - Ducati
Tahiti Chairmen . . . . . . . . . . . Drew Carey
Traditions: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brady Becco

Dean’s List Spring 2017
Antonio Carrera
Madison Davis
Bo Fedorak
Alec Finley
Jeff Hauser
Markus Hurd
Oscar Lama

OF

WINTER 2017-18

Stuart McNutt
Will Moody
Ryan Neary
Brian Richardson
Nick Sarnelli
Jackson Spear
Hugh Sturgulewski

Newburyport, Massachusetts
Bedford, New York
Meridian, Mississippi
Fairfax, Virgina
St. Louis, Missouri
Washington, D.C.
Scituate, Massachusetts
Wilmette, Illinois
Boulder, Colorado
Englewood, Colorado
St. Louis, Missouri
Chevy Chase, Marylland
Denver, Colorado
Weston, Connecticut
San Jose, California
Parker, Colorado
Randolph, New Jersey
Peru, Vermont
East Grand Rapids, Michigan
East Grand Rapids, Michigan
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Wayne, New Jersey
South Salem, New York
Littleton, Colorado
St. Louis, Missouri
Riverside, Colorado
Bellevue, Washington
Northglenn, Colorado
Highland Park, Illinois
Armonk, New York
Mill Valley, California
Arvada, Colorado
Weston, Connecticut

Order ZBT Gear online:
https://findgreek.com/zetabetatau
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Iota Chapter Alumni News
Ed Porges ’62

Ryan A. Martin ’11

I was the oldest doctoral recipient at 76 that received a
degree from University of Washington in June 2017.
email: nedporges@comcast.net

I am currently working as a business analyst.
email: ryanmartin2345@gmail.com

Leonard Schneir ‘62

I am in the midst of my third year of Dental School at
the University of Colorado. Seeing patients everyday
and practicing dentistry has been truly rewarding and
challenging at the same time. There’s not much time
outside of school but I’m currently recovering from a
fracture vertebrae so I can get out and get some turns
in this winter.
email: kevin.sullivan27@gmail.com

Kevin Sullivan ’13

Leonard passed away this past May 2017.

Peter Stone ’69
Sold family business in 2004 and now I am Director of
Catering Garden City Hotel, Garden City, New York.
Married for 42 years to my beautiful wife Jayne, My
children Jordan and Sabriena both live in Seattle and
have two children each, which make me a grandpa 4x
to Arlo, Indie, Wylie and Grey. Planning a ‘Peter and the
Wolves’ reunion tour in 2018 starting in Denver at the
Tiger a GO GO located at 3737 East Colfax.
email: peterstone16@gmail.com

Christopher Nalen ’17
I am currently working as an Assistant Project Manager
for Carmel Partners, a real estate development firm.
and working on two multifamily projects in Denver
(Mississippi & I-25 and Colfax & Osage). I just moved
into this position and am working to catch up on the
learning curve. Both projects are in very different
stages, and learning a lot of commercial construction
and development execution.
It’s been great living in Denver and getting to see the
guys from my class regularly along with other alumni.
email: christophernalen@gmail.com

Everett Anton ‘Tony’ Singer ’70
International sales of vintage auto posters and put on
Automobilia Monterey every August. Recently moved
to Carmel Valley, California last October 2016.
email: tony@singer356.com

Al ‘BOOMER’ Belsky ’72
Tory and I after 28 years have sold the deli and retired.
We’re doing a lot of traveling and spending the winter in
our Scottsdale home and enjoying our grandson.
email: albelsky@msn.com

Order ZBT Gear online:
https://findgreek.com/zetabetatau

Ellen ‘Susie’ Bromberg-Skolnick ’76

ZBT Heritage Photos
including Old Composites

Susie was a Little Sister from 1973-76 and passed away
October 13, 2017, 30 years after being diagonsed with
scleroderma, a chronic systemic autoimmune disease.

Donald Reisfeld ’76

We’ve updated the Iota website with ZBT and PSD
composite photos from yesteryear. Go to
www.duzbt.com then click on Alumni then click
on Heritage photos http://www.duzbt.com
or click on this direct web link:
http://tinyurl.com/p3dg8gl
http://www.facebook.com/ZBTiota

This will be our fourth annual Boyz Fishing trip.
Interested in fishing with the Boyz June 20-24, 2018 at
Peregrine Lodge in the Haida Gwaii, BC, Canada? If so,
please contact me. So far we are a group of 10, and have
20 guaranteed rooms. http://www.peregrinelodge.com
email: don@mortonad.com

Ken Jacobs ’80
I’m currently self-employed as a physical therapist.
Recently appointed Commander to the Tallahassee
Composite Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol in April 2017.
Piloted several airborne photography missions post hurricanes in Florida.
email: Kenjac858@comcast.net

News about you...
for the next An Iota’s Worth
Please send us news about you and your family
for the next AN IOTA’S WORTH. Please include
your name, year of graduation, e-mail along with
an update on you and/or your family to Steve at:
ehrlich14@aol.com
Thanks!

Chris Fettig ’11
Abbi and I are expecting our first child, a boy, due
February 2018. We are living in the northern Virginia
suburbs of Washington, DC.
email: cjfettig88@gmail.com
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HELP US FIND OUR LOST ALUMNI
We are working closely with the University of Denver to update our alumni list.
We are in need of e-mail addresses for the following alumni.
If you have any of these please send them to Steve Ehrlich at: ehrlich14@aol.com
To update your records with DU click on the web link below:
https://securelb.imodules.com/s/1150/interior2013/index.aspx?sid=1150&gid=1001&pgid=3
&cid=40&returnurl=https%3a%2f%2fsecurelb.imodules.com%2fs%2f1150%2finterior2013%2findex.aspx%3fsid%3d1150%26gid%3d1001%26pgid%3d95%26cid%3d271#_ga=1
.160135357.1099627392.1437962751
to do likewise for ZBT please click on the web link below:
http://www.zbt.org/alumni/update-your-contact-information.html
If you are not receiving communications from ZBT and Iota Chapter it is because we do
not have your correct e-mail address, please update your records so we can stay in touch.
Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Abrams, Loryn T.
Acker, Scott
Ackerman, Howard M.
Adams, Brian C.
Allen, Jeffery P.
Anderson, Mark R.
Aranoff, Arnold S.
Archer, John E.
Asch, Kenneth S.
Axler, Allan S.
Bach, Leo T.
Bain, Victor
Bartz, Granton E.
Berger, Barry M.
Bernard, Andrew Patrick
Berry, Leonard L.
Block, Elliot S.
Blumenthal, Elliot
Botwinick, Michael G.
Brereton, Robert S.
Brodsky, David M.
Brody, Robert D.
Brooks, Michael B.
Brown, Richard I.
Brunengraber, Charles M.
Cann, Steven W.
Caplan, Reuben
Church, Jonathan D.
Cohan, Ernest
Cohen, Dave B.

1973
1981
1962
1969
1973
1971
1971
1984
1966
1957
1972
n/a
1990
1968
2011
1964
n/a
1969
1973
1990
1964
n/a
1966
1971
1964
1991
1956
1982
n/a
1956

Cohen, Milton
Cohn, Mark D.
Cook, Albert H.
Cook, William S.
Cooper, Charles O.
Cooper, Kevin
Coppel, Claude P.
Cowden, Richard R.
Davidson, Joe W
Davis, Daniel M.
Davis, James R.
Davis, Peter B.
Dayton, John J.
DeAragon, Cameron P
Delatorre, Paul A.
Delevan, Shane E.
Delwitt, Merill
Derade, Jeff P.
Devlin, Steven E.
Dyer III, Robert
Eber, Alan S.
Edwards, David C.
Eisenberg, Bruce M.
Elinoff, Joseph J.
Epstein, Alvin K.
Eskanos, Melvin R.
Feldhamer, Gerald
Felsen, Donald L.
Finkelstein, Neil A.
Firmin, David A.

1952
1965
n/a
1976
1958
1988
1954
1992
2014
1989
1988
1966
2011
2011
1990
1992
n/a
1982
1984
1979
1952
1984
n/a
1953
1952
1954
1951
n/a
1968
1990
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Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Flax, Morton L.
Forman, Hal S.
Frank, Jeffrey
Freedman, Mark A.
Fried, Norman S.
Fried, Ronald F.
Friedman, Benjamin F.
Furth, Richard
Furth, William E.
Gart, Morton L.
Geher, Thomas M.
Gerber, Thomas
Gerstein, Donald Keith
Ginsberg, Frederick L.
Ginsborg, Irwin
Golbert, John P.
Gold, Eric J.
Gold, Frank J.
Goldstein, Max T.
Goodfried, Donald I.
Goodman, Paul D.
Gordon, Kenneth D.
Gore, Lawrence S.
Gotfred, David
Greene, Martin D.
Griggs, John Van
Gvirtzman, Joe
Hailpern, David
Hailpern, Solomon
Hasty, Kelly D.
Heiss, John Alexander
Heller, Stuart
Herald, Evan L.
Hewman, Arnold
Hilvitz, Andrew M.
Hochman, Matthew D.
Hoffman, Andrew
Hoffman, Morton
Hornstein, Martin L.
Idleberg, Morey
Jacobs, Benjamin
Jacobs, John R.
Johnson, Jared S.
Jurgens, Todd Melvin
Kaplan, Richard Mark

1964
1964
1969
1979
1967
1966
1966
n/a
1969
1956
1984
1969
1981
1962
1973
1962
1984
1960
1953
1951
1984
1984
1968
1967
1982
1981
n/a
1956
1954
1993
1981
1965
1992
n/a
1963
1990
1969
1966
1958
1951
n/a
1974
2013
1981
n/a

Karkus, Neil F.
Kaufman, Lawrence N.
Keinon, Irwin J.
Kemper, Bernard
Kessel, Marc Lewis
Kester, Dennis J.
Kirk, Brian E.
Kirkpatrick, Terrance L.
Klein, Michael J.
Koshar, David C.
Kunin, Mark H.
Lande, Harold W.
Lebovitz, Joel A.
Levy, Paul J.
Lewitt, James L.
Lieberman, Tom K.
Liebowitz, Aaron P.
Lifshutz, Harold A.
Lisberg, David H.
Litvak, John
Love, Haiwan Terrel
Luper, Jerry
MacAdams, Michael J.
Mandel, Ben
Mann, Howard S.
Maslin, Herbert L.
Matthies, Roy
McCormick, Terry Lee
Miller, Louis R.
Miller, Robert O.
Miller, Stanley H.
Minsky, Jayson A.
Mitgang, Henry
Morris, Albert P.
Morton, Peter
Moss, Eric J.
Muskat, Mark L.
Nashelsky, Gunter
Nataf, Andre A.
Nathan, Gregg P.
Nathan, Thomas L.
Neis, Robert C.
Odachonski, Joseph M.
Otto, Bradley F.
Page Jr., Richard L.

1956
1982
1960
n/a
1991
1991
2011
1984
1962
1962
1984
1958
1967
1974
1968
1978
1964
n/a
1965
1951
2008
1958
1991
n/a
1967
1954
1991
1981
1969
1992
1962
1990
n/a
1953
n/a
1984
1968
1950
1985
1985
1974
1985
1980
1980
1977
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Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Lost Brother

Year Initiated

Pakula, Jerry B.
Pepper, Albert Y.
Pepper, Dean I.
Perrye, Jeffrey H.
Pesner, David I.
Piland, Craig A.
Pomeranz, Theodore R.
Reich, Lance D.
Resnick, Michael L.
Richman, Carl
Richman, Marvin M.
Robitaille, Norton
Romer, Victor
Rosen, Simon J.
Rosenberg, Richard
Rosenthal, James A.
Rothstein, Jerome M.
Rottman, Robert B.
Rudd, David
Rudd, Sam
Ryan, Kevin J.
Samuelson, William
Sanders, Lawrence
Satovsky, Joel H.
Schoenfeld, Michael A.
Schulman, Barry A.
Schwartz, Joseph
Segura, David Anthony
Shannon, Michael
Shefrin, William S.
Sherer, Jeff
Sherman, Marc
Shipman, Robert
Shockner, Manfred
Siegel, Larry
Siegel, Paul T.
Siegelman, Robert
Silfen, Richard A.
Silverman, John I.
Simmons Jr., Warren Lewis
Simon, Daniel J.
Smith, Stephen A.
Snyder, Norton I.
Soffer, Robert
Soloway, Michael
Sorkin, Fred S.

1964
1951
1956
1983
1964
1983
1959
1992
1968
n/a
1951
1951
1954
1979
1960
1966
1958
1952
n/a
n/a
1990
n/a
1958
1989
2011
1958
1958
1989
1985
1956
1970
1969
1966
1962
1958
1988
1957
1984
1982
1981
1971
1968
1952
1969
1969
1952

Spielman, Steven I.
Stahl, Charles Stanley
Stark, Stephen Shane
Stein, Michael E.
Steinberg, Dennis A.
Steinberg, Edward H.
Stern, Steven
Szyliowicz, Joseph S.
Thomas, Gerald Lee
Toltz, Warren Mitchell
Traub, Lawrence M.
Tselolikhin, Dmitry
Van Dusen, Adam W
Virene, Richard J.
Vogel, Brock R.
Waldman, Samuel
Wandel, Arden O.
Weiner, Richard S.
Weinstein, Robert S.
Wells, Steven M.
Werber, Shirl
Wikler, Edward M.
Witkin, Bernie T.
Wolfson, Andrew S.
Woo, Robert Cecil
Yardis, Mark E.
Zall, Edward R.
Zamelsky, Barry D.
Zarowitz, Lonny P.
Zelinkoff, Ronald E.
Zenner, Leopold I
Ziering, William H.
Zitsman, James A.
Zoghlin, Dale A.

1981
1956
1964
1984
1964
1958
1965
1953
1980
1951
1991
2008
2011
1992
1989
n/a
1965
1962
1959
1985
1951
n/a
1955
1971
1981
1980
1956
1969
1973
1964
1957
1969
1982
1985
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